


"Anybody can cut a price but it takes
brains to make a better article."

PHILLIP D ARMOUR.
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"Every age has its problem, by solving
which, humanity is helped forward. "

H. HEINE.



Is there anything more aggravat-
ing, more irritating to the occupant
of a building than a poor heating
system? On the other hand will
anything add more to personal com-

fort, coziness, happiness and even health than a dependable sys-
tem of heating that gives heat when heat is wanted, that does
its work quietly, and that has in its construction no tricky ap-
pliances to destroy property or demand constant repair.

When you stop to think about it, the heating system ordi-
narily is the only adjunct to a building which has an operating
cost to be reckoned with. This being the case, no item of
building construction demands closer attention than the one of
choosing wisely in the matter of heating apparatus. A poor
heating system cheapens the structure and charges more for its
poor service than a good system charges for its good service.
No fact is more universally proven and none more universally
known than this one. Your building may be beautifully
finished, luxuriously furnished, but when it is poorly heated,
you can never hope to have satisfied, permanent patronage,
whether it be a business block in a city or a residence in the
country.

•
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Any mechanism, any structure, is as strong as its weakest
part. In the same way a building is as good as the heating
apparatus it contains.

The purpose of this catalog is to explain to you the
Dunham systems of heating=-the better method of heating.
Back of these systems are years of experience and satisfied
customers, as well as common sense principles of construction
derived from nature's simplest laws. It is our desire to make
this catalog plain and very understandable, and to give facts
as they are, without enshrouding them in a mantle of technique
which busy people cannot take time to read. Architects want
the best-s-Heating Contractors want the best-v-Owners want the
best. Their reputations depend upon their getting the best.
To this end we invite your careful scrutiny of the following
pages, after which we will quite willingly trust to your verdict.

Yours very truly,

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY.

Marshalltown, Iowa.
May, 191 L
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Services at Your Disposal.
ENGINEERING It is of interest to you to know that we main-
DEPARTMENT tain an efficient Engineering Department,

including a large and capable draughting force,
wholly for your convenience. The mission of
this department is to furnish comprehensive

plans and specifications of both large and small heating equip-
ments, together with engineering advice and suggestions upon
any heating problems that you submit.

We solicit from architects, heating contractors, and owners
plans or sketches of any building they contemplate heating,
and from this information we will make up complete heating
plans and specifications, incorporating one of the Dunham
Systems. This service is given you without charge.

When we prepare plans and specifications of a job of
heating we stand back of them and guarantee results if they
are followed.

Do not feel backward about asking our Engineering
Department to serve you. We maintain it wholly for that
purpose. Your orders receive prompt attention, and you can
feel assured that an installation made according to our plans,
will be right.

Another important phase of our organi-
BRANCH OFFICES zation is the number of branch offices we

have scattered in all parts of the United
States and Canada. These offices give

our customers easy proximity to prices and engineering advice
on all of our specialties and their installation. Nothing is
more annoying to a prospective customer than to be obliged at
a critical moment to try to get information from an office
located perhaps 500 miles away. All this is done away with
by stocking the whole country with branch offices managed
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by efficient and capable engineers who are on the alert at all
times to give prices and advice regarding our specialties, the way
they should be connected, capacities and the like to everyone
applying to them for such information. A list of these branch
offices is found on the title page of this catalog.

We have just removed our entire Marshalltown
FACILITIES office and factory force into commodious new fire-

proof quarters, cut of which is shown on the title
page of this catalog. In building this plant, abso-

lutely no pains have been spared to make it the best and most
convenient place to produce our goods that money can buy.

Our facilities for handling the customers' orders and in-
quiries are the highest attainable. Intercommunicating tele-
phone sets reach every department; special call and signal
bells, speaking-tubes, as well as complete systems of the best
and most approved accounting, are at our service at all times.
Coupled with this may be mentioned the geographical location
of Marshalltown itself. Three transcontinental railway sys-
tems, including the Chicago & North-Western: connecting
direct with the Union Pacific system on the west and the New
York Central lines on the east; the Chicago Great Western,
making connections with the Hill railroads on the north and the
Southern systems on the south; and the Iowa Central. con-
necting direct with the Hawley lines-c-all run through the
heart of the city. Both telegraph companies have uptown
offices here, and that together with the Bell telephone system
enables us to get in immediate communication with all parts of
the world.

The Canadian plant in Toronto is also in a very flourish-
ing condition. Arrangements are being made to build a com-
plete fireproof plant during the coming year. This plant will
be fitted with conveniences equal to those of the Marshalltown
plant.

't
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It is a pleasure to have our customers VISitour factories
and see the effort made by us to create absolutely the high-
est class of product obtainable. A visit of this kind causes
customers to go away with a feeling of safety and confidence
that their wants are carefully guarded and that the goods they
purchase of us are goods of merit, produced to render the
greatest service.

Our guarantee on either the V acuo-Vapor or
GUARANTEE Vacuum System where we prepare plans for

same is very comprehensive and protects owner,
architect and contractor. We guarantee, where

our plans and specifications are followed, that the system will
noiselessly circulate steam through every part of every radiator,
and that no jet of water will be required at vacuum pump or
in any part of return lines. If any of our specialties connected
to service for which they are intended, and under such service
prove defective during the first year, such will be replaced free
of charge.

Our aim is to please and to give our customers full returns
for every dollar expended. We charge no royalty, but give
you an article of merit which will work as we say it will. Merit
is our keyword, and in merit -can be found lowest ultimate cost
We don't try to compete with all the cheap contrivances that
are on the market, but maintain one fair price, and depend
upon the workings of our product to bring repeat orders. The
action of the trap is its best recommender, its best salesman.
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•.....•..... Dunham Blast Trap
Above is full size of the % Trap

See description page 30
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Typical Layout of the Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System
Se6 description opposite page



(lie Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System.

WHAT IT IS. The Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System is a low
pressure two-pipe vacuum system of steam heat-

ing operating automatically without the use of a vacuum pump.

WHERE IT
CAN
BE USED.

The Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System of steam
heating is suitable for any size building, from
the smallest residence to the tallest office build-
ing, as long as low pressure steam is carried on
the boilers. By low pressure steam is meant
steam not exceeding 10 pounds pressure. Build-

ings 9f all classes and styles, including residences, churches,
apa~tment houses, hotels, lodge and club buildings and busi-
ness blocks, are among those now enjoying the conveniences
and comforts of this system.

Steam is first produced in boiler. This steam
PRINCIPLE OF flows out of boiler into steam main, and thence
OPERATION into radiation, driving all air before it through

the Dunham radiator trap, placed on the return
end of the radiator, into the return line, thence

to the return tank "A," from which it is permitted to escape to
atmosphere through Dunham automatic air valve "B." The
steam in the radiator following the air no sooner touches the
disc of the Dunham radiator trap "e" than the trap closes and
the steam is held in the radiator and kept from escaping into
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KEENE & SIMPSO N, Kansas City, Arch.
WICHITA COMMERCIAL CLUB

Vacuo-Vapor A. L. KNOTT, Wichita, Htg-. Cont.

return line. As the steam thus entrapped in the radiator con-
denses. the condensation flows into the Dunham radiator trap.
which opens to discharge it into the return pipe. from whence it
flows to the receiving tank "A." As soon as the condensation
flows out steam flows in and the trap immediately closes.

This process continues in all radiators. and the steam
condensed therein flows back to the receiving tank. Referring
to the cut on page 12. you will discern equalizing tube
"D" extending down into boiler below the water line and
looping above boiler and thence clown into receiving tank "A."
The mission of this equalizing tube is to keep the pressure in

PARSON'S HOTEL. SPOKANE, WASH
KEITH WHITEHOUSE, Spokane, Arch Vacuo-Vapor BLAlR MEAGHER CO., Spokane. Htg , Cont
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the boiler from communicating itself to tank "A" until such a
time as water of condensation accumulating in tank "A" will
be of such quantity as to cause the water in the boiler to lower
itself below the equalizing tube bell "E." At this moment
steam from the boiler rushes up through equalizing tube "D"
and into tank "A." Steam in tank "A" immediately closes
air valve "B," also check valves "F"; the pressure in tank
"A" becomes the same as that in the boiler, and the water in
tank "A" flows back into the boiler through checks "G" by
gravity. The water thus entering the boiler from tank "A"
raises the water line in the boiler and seals the equalizing
tube "D." It is now seen that tank "A" is full of steam.
This steam condenses and forms a vacuum or suction of vary-
ing degrees over all the return lines.

This natural, simple and absolutely automatic process.
continues right along without any attention whatsoever.

To convince a person that a thing is superior
WHY IT IS requires the exploitation of facts that are ob-
SUPERIOR? vious, facts that are self-evident the moment that

person understands the 'principles under which that
particular thing operates. For that reason we urge

that you fully understand the method of operation of the Dun-
ham Vacuo-Vapor System before trying to learn of its supe-
riority. When you do this, then we know that the points here-
after mentioned will be self-evident and very clear.

Reason No.1. The spstern is a sealed one. Therefore
there is absolutely no possibility of foul air, water, or steam
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getting out upon floors, walls, carpets, etc. No sputtering,
sizzling air vents needed on radiators. All the air and water
is carried back to the receiving tank, where the water is returned
to the boiler and the air expelled into the basement.

Reason No.2. It gives forced circulation of steam. The
automatic arrangement in the basement pulls the steam into the
radiators and the air and water out of them, and' forces the
water of condensation back into the boiler. This force is
produced absolutely without mechanism; simply by the steam
condensing in the receiving tank and forming a pull or suc-
tion over the return line. No pump is required to do this-v-
no adjustment is ever needed---simply nature's law, which
always works---that's all.

Reason No.3. Perfect control of heat. Since the Dun-
ham Vacuo-Vapor System is a two-pipe system with one pipe
carrying away the water of condensation and air, it follows
that the inlet valve may be partially opened without creating
pounding and gurgling noises in the radiator. This means
economy as well as comfort, as it is possible to temper the
room as desired. Where it is necessary to leave the inlet valve
wide open or entirely closed, as in one-pipe work, the usual
practice in mild weather is to leave the radiator turned on
and open a window or door. This practice is harmful to good
health as well as hard on the coal-bin.

Reason No.4. It is a fool-proof spstem. This is espe-
cially advantageous in public buildings and hotels where every-
thing loose is tampered with by inquisitive people. There is
no part of the Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System that can be
tampered with.
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Reason No.5. The spsrem is noiseless. No steam is
allowed to come in contact with water, hence no pounding
or cracking of pipes or radiators. Water that does accrue
in radiators from steam condensing therein is passed imme-
diately through the Dunham radiator trap into the return
line and carried back through receiving tank to boiler. Every-
one will appreciate this feature .

.Reason No.6. AnJ)one can operate this system. The
Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System can be operated by anyone
who can shovel coal. There is nothing about it to adjust,
nothing requiring attention. It runs itself so long as fire is in
the fire-pot.

Reason No.7. Either hot water or steam radiators may
be used. This system will operate equally as well upon hot
water radiation as with steam radiation. This is advantageous
many times where a customer is changing a hot water system
to the Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System, or where he has surplus
hot water radiation on hand.

Reason No.8. There is no waste of water or steam.
All water of condensation is saved and sent back to boiler
through receiving tank, to be heated over again. No need
of continually feeding cold water into the boiler. All steam
is drawn into the radiator and held there until it gives up its
entire heat units. There is no possible waste of steam into
the return lines (the little Dunham radiator traps see to that).
and none wastes through air valves. because the radiators have
no air valves.
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A. W. Cowley, Spokane, Arch. Blair MC:J.ghcr Co., Spokane, Htg , Cant.

Reason No.9. H at water suPPl:Y. During 'the season
that heat is maintained in boiler, a plentiful supply of hot water
may be provided by installing hot water tank in basement with
coil in same connected to steam and return lines of system same
as a radiator. This coil will produce and maintain a tern-
perature in the water just a little below boiling point. Dur~
ing the summer months, when boiler is out of use, an auxiliary
heater, gas or otherwise, may be used.

CITY BUILDING, KOKOMO, IND.
Vacuo-Vapor-
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The Dunham V acuo- Vapor System
of heating is more economical than other
systems for a very simple reason. It is
a well-known fact that water will boil
at a much lower temperature under

vacuum than it will in the open or under atmospheric pressure.
This being the case, if a vacuum be produced within the boiler
of a heating plant, the water in same will boil at a correspond-
ing lower temperature and absorb latent heat from a lower
fire-box temperature. In other words, heat from a banked fire
would be absorbed and made available for heating purposes.

WHY IT IS MORE
ECONOMICAL THAN
OTHER SYSTEMS?

With the Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System it is possible,
because of the fact that it is a perfectly sealed system, to pro-
duce a vacuum on the boiler. During night time, or dur-
ing very mild weather, when the fire is banked, vapor pro-
duced by the water boiling under this vacuum in the boiler
partially keeps the radiators warm. The amount of radiating
surface being heated depending upon the intensity of the fire
and the weather conditions outside. This, of course, means
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L. P. BEST RES. AND GARAGE. DAVENPOR1'
F. G. and R. J. Clausen. Davenport. Archs. Vacuo-Vapor MUIl)hy Kauffman Co .. Davenport. Htg. Cont.

a total saving of all those heat units which, III other systems,
would be wasted up the chimney.

At this point reference is made to cut on page 19 'of actual
chart, taken from a recording pressure gauge covering a twenty-
four-hour run with a Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System, with an
average outside temperature of zero, and an inside temperature
of 70 degrees during the day and 65 degrees during the night.
It will be seen that the plant operated under vacuum twenty-
two hours out of the twenty four.

If this had been a gravity steam or vapor plant, there
would have been no heat in the radiators twenty-two hours; still
as much fuel would have been consumed, most of which would
have passed up the chimney, because the heat of the fire would
not have been sufficient to boil the water in the boiler.

C. R. 1. & P. RY. DEPOT. ESTERVlLLE. IOWA
A. F. Hawk. Arch. C. R. I. & P. Lines vacuo-vupce The Carson Payson Co .• Danville, m .• Htg-, Cont

This Railroad Co. uses the Dunham Systems exclusively
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Description of Parts of the Dunham
Vacuo-Vapor System.

WHAT ARE The parts peculiar to the Dunham Vacuo-
ITS PARTS? Vapor System are-s-the Dunham Radiator

T rap--the Dunham Automatic Air Valve-
Special Receiving T ank-Equalizing Tube
Bell-Boiler Coupling and Compound Steam

and Vacuum Gauge. These are the specialties which you buy
from us. All of these specialties, except the traps, are termed
by us Dunham Vacuo-Vapor Attachments. Sizes of jobs are
designated by a capital letter followed by a number. For in-
stance, if we should quote you upon a D-40 V acuo- Vapor Sys-
tem, it would mean a "D" size Vacuo-Vapor attachment and
40 Dunham Radiator T raps. We can also furnish the Radiator
Inlet Valves at extra cost.

The heart of the Dunham Vacuo-Vapor
System is the Dunham Radiator Trap,
shown in full size section on page 23.
This trap is intercepted between each radi-
ator or coil in the system and the return

line. Its function is to hold the steam in the radiator and to
simultaneously allow for the free passage of water of condensa-
tion and air into the return line. In any heating plant the prime
object is to get a free and easy separation of water and ail
from the steam, and to make the steam stay in the radiator,
where it belongs. Here is the way the little Dunham trap
performs the trick:

THE DUNHAM

RADIATOR TRAP

The disc seen suspended from the cap or cover of the trap
IS a corrugated flexible receptacle containing a combination

21
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SOME DUNHAM VACUO-VAPOR INSTALLATIONS
No. 1. Sacred Heart Church, Waterloo. Iowa
No.2. Masonic Building. Marshalltown, Iowa

No.3. Toronto Apt. House, Agnes Shunk, Proprietor. H. A. Abrnhum, Arch. Purdy MonselJ Co .• Ltd., Htg-. Cont
No.4. Duplex Houses,Prank Gold, Minneapolis. Installed by H. O. Roberts Co .• Minnt.'a:>olis
No.5. Altadena Apartments. A. W. Cowie)'. Arch Blair Meager Co .• Htg-. Cont.
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of volatile fluids. These fluids are non-corrosive and being
hermetically sealed within the disc indefinitely maintain their
latent powers to expand and contract in response to heat and
cold.

On the lower portion of the disc is the valve, which hangs
over the large i-inch opening of the trap leading direct to the
return line. When installed the chamber of the trap contain-
ing the disc is connected directly to the radiator, hence the same
conditions that exist in the radiator always exist around the disc.
Air going through the radiator does not effect the disc one
particle and passes through the i-inch opening and into the
return line unmolested. Likewise water of condensation finds
its way to the return line with the same ease. But when steam
comes the volatile liquids in the disc are heated and vaporized,
thereby creating a pressure within the disc. This internal pres-
sure expands or bulges the disc, the valve seats itself over the
~-inch opening and the trap is closed. Subsequent water and
air forming in the radiator naturally falls to the bottom, sur-
rounds the disc, condenses the vapor within it, and the disc
collapses and the trap opens. The vacuum or suction in the
return line sucks the water and air through the trap, steam fol-
lows and surrounds the disc again and the trap closes. Isn't
it simple and is there any wonder that it does its duty so well?

The trap complete weighs 40 ounces, measures four inches
from end of union to center of outlet and is made in four pat-
terns, viz.: Angle, Right-hand, Left-hand and Straight-way.
Half and one-inch offsets are furnished to conform to measure-
ments, where piping is already installed.
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There are no sliding contacts, joints or floats to become
gummed up and stuck. Oil or other foreign matter found in all
heating systems to a greater or less degree does not affect it. The
trap being wide open when cold insures perfect draining and
eliminates any possible chance for freezing. The trap is made
of the best material, is neatly finished and under ordinary care
will last a lifetime.

One of the points of supenonty which. we
claim for our system is the fact that no air
valves are required on our radiators. In the
Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System the air is all
forced into the receiving tank in the basement.
On this receiving tank are placed one or more

(depending upon the size of system) Dunham Automatic Air
Valves.

THE DUNHAM

AUTOMATIC

AIR VALVE.

-
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O. Z. Corvin, Rock Island, Arch.
GEO. WAGNER RES., ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

Vacuo-Vapor ward & McMahon, Rock Island, Htg . Cont.

Now let us see what these air valves must do. First-We
stated that the air must be eliminated from the system. Then
this air valve must allow for the passage of air out of the
receiving tank. Second-Since water accrues in the receiving
tank, the air valve must be designed to keep this water from
blowing out into the basement. Third-Since steam intermit-
tently gets into the receiving tank, to allow the water to run
back to the boiler the air valve must not pass the steam. Fourth
-Because the Dunham Vacuo-Vapor System operates much
of the time u~der vacuum, the air valves must not allow air to
leak back into the tank and thence into the radiators and
piping.

Now refer to sectional cut on page 25 and see how this air
valve accomplishes all of these things. First-Air forced into
it from within passes up around the inverted disc, through the

JOHN FAGAN RESIDENCE, MINNEAPOL1S
Vacuo-Vapor

H. O. Roberts Co .• Minneapolis, Htg'. Cont.,
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large opening in float chamber, thence around the outside of
the float to the cone valve in the cover stem, where it wastes
through large port holes into the atmosphere. Second-Water
flowing into the valves will buoy the float in upper chamber of
valve, force the cone valve against its seat and close it off.
Third-Steam reaching the valve comes in contact with the
inverted disc (same as used in radiator trap), vaporizes liquids
contained therein, causing same to expand, closing 'opening be-
tween lower and upper chamber. Fourth-When vacuum
begins to form in the system it is communicated to the upper
or float chamber of the valve. Air from the outside imme-
diately tries to enter through port holes on top of valve, also
through the small tube communicating the atmosphere with a
small disc located in the top of the float. (See cut.) This
incoming air being at higher pressure than that surrounding this
disc causes the disc to -expand or bulge, thereby pushing the
cone valve in top hard up against its seat and closing the valve
against the entrance of outside atr, The greater the vacuum
the tighter the valve is closed.

The two smallest sizes of this tank are made of
THE RECEIVING cast iron. All other sizes are made of steel.
TANK. The tank is cylindrical in form, with special

tappings to admit various connections necessary
for our system. Various sizes are built to

accommodate different sizes of boilers and different amounts of
radiation. The tank is absolutely air, water and steam tight.

F or the purpose of enlarging the bottom
THE EQUALIZING of the equalizing tube where it extends
TUBE BELL into the boiler we furnish a small 'cast-iron

bell, tapped to standard pipe threads and
otherwise constructed to cause quickest

breaking of water when steam first begins its rush to the receiv-
ing tank.
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1. Central Church or Christ. Marshalltown. Iowa
2. Christian Science Church. Kansas City
3. Residence of Thea. Wirth. Minneapolis
4. Hotel Carlyle. Spokane
5. Realty Building Spokane

SOME VACUO-VAPOR INSTALLATIONS
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nfMACULATE CONCEPTION ACAD.. DAVENPORT
Temple. Burrows & McLane. Davenport. Archs vacuo- Vapor Murphy Kauffman Co .. Davenport, Htg Cont.

BOILER In order to save our customers the trouble and
COUPLING. expense of preparing special fittings to accomplish

the feat of connecting equalizing tube to boiler
and extending it down into same, we furnish a
special fitting termed a boiler coupling. .This IS

made of cast iron and is a convenient fitting fer this purpose.

With all Dunham V acuo- Vapor Sys-
tems is furnished one compound steam
and vacuum gauge. This is to be located
on boiler in basement. These gauges con-

tain non-corrosive movements and are dependable in every way.

THE COMPOUND
VACUUM AND
PRESSURE GAUGE

Chas D. Hickman, Phila .. Engineer
WOMAN'S HOSPITAL, PHILADELPHIA

Vacuo-Vapor W. T. Cameron & Co .• Phi/a .• Htg. Cont.
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Dunham Blast Trap.
Blast heating by forcing cold air over coils heated by

steam and delivering it to rooms through metal ducts is being
used in connection with direct radiation in the larger buildings
of the country. The condensation in such coils is very great
and the imperativeness of getting. rid of it surely and quickly
is a very important factor in the success of the system.

Having this in mind 'we have designed the cast Iron
vacuum blast trap, shown in section on page 11 of this catalog.
This trap is identical to the radiator trap except that its valve
area is larger to take care of more radiation, and it is made of
cast iron in place of bronze, as is the case of the radiator trap.

This trap is made in two sizes, namely, i-inch and l-inch,
and in one pattern only, the straightway. The trap is small
for its capacity and is simply a large type of radiator trap.
The valve on this type of trap hangs by a pivoted connection
to the disc and is supplied with Jenkins disc to insure its seat-
ing perfectly and tightly against the seat.

F or draining the air and water out of blast coils, or kiln
coils, or coils of any character, and into a vacuum return line
the Dunham Blast Trap has no equal. Like the radiator
trap it is small in size and light in weight and can be installed
in close places, or in any part of a building without appearing
bulky or out of place.
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c:.A. pplication if' Dunham Radiator
Trap to Vacuum Steam Heating.

The earlier pages of this catalog treats very thoroughly
of the Dunham V acuo- Vapor System of steam heating. For
fear that those interested might get the erroneous ide~ that the
Dunham Radiator Trap is only applicable to that one par-
ticular system, this article is written. To begin with, suffice it
to say that the Dunham Radiator Trap works where any
other radiator trap will. Yes, does more than that-it works
better. We don't say this with the thought that we will never
have to prove it-we ask you to make us prove it; compel
us to make good or withdraw our claim.

The Dunham Radiator Trap is in use III some of the
largest vacuum installations in the country today. You can
find them in factories, office buildings, hotels, schools, public
buildings, etc., from one end of the country to the other. One
steamfitter said one time: "I will use none other than the
Dunham trap, for the simple reason that when the job is
installed I know I am through with it." Mr. Steamfitter, you
realize what it means to be through with a job, don't you?
You know how harrassing, how detrimental to your business
it is to be called back on a job long since finished for the pur-
pose of cleaning traps, and, no doubt, you have had the experi-
ence. Money tied up, customer dissatisfied, and ability ques-
tioned, all because of your having installed an inferior radiator
trap. The importance to steamfitters of having th~ job "start
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Shepperd & Farrar. K. C•. Arch
LOOSE WILES BISCUIT CO.• KANSAS CITY

Johnson Rowe Paige Co .. Omaha. Htg , Cont

32

A. Aischuler. Chicago, ~ cmCACO PLANT LOOSE Wll.ES BlSCUIT CO.
Dunham Systems also used in their Omaha and MinneapOli!O~I:n~Kehm Co.• Chicago. Htg. Cont.



off right" can hardly be overestimated. We mention this very
important point right here for the reason that vacuum heating
work usually means big work-s-where much capital is involved
and where good work is essential.

The Dunham Radiator .Trap is, without question, vastly
superior to any other radiator trap on the market. It stands
upon its own record. It does what everyone knows to be the
thing which a radiator trap should do. It closes absolutely
tight for steam, opens wide for water and air, and does not clog
up by reason of core sand and grease getting into it from the
system. Why does it do these things, you. ask? Simply be-
cause of its having a motive force great enough to close it tight
against its seat, and great enough to refrain it from even noticing
the small particles of foreign matter that reach it, through
the piping and radiation. Besides this, it has a raised seat and
i-inch valve opening. Water rushing over the raised seat
washes the .face of the seat, while the large opening allows
the particles to pass easily into the return line.

Jarvus Hunt. Chicago, Arch
KANSAS CITY STAR BUILDING

Dunham Vacuum System McMahon Co.• Kans. City. Htg-. Cont
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Marshall and Fox, Archts .. Chicago
KARPEN BL~G., Chicago.
Dunham Vacuum System _ A. W. Lamb and Co.. Htg. Couts., Chicago.
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Holabird and Roche. Archts .• Chicago
SHERMAN HOTEL. Chicago

Dunham Vacuum System L. 1-1.Prentice Co., Htg , Cont .• Chicago
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A Brief History of the Development
of Vacuum Steam Heating.

The idea of vacuum steam heating was conceived when
the effort was made to utilize the exhaust steam from engines,
etc., for heating purposes. It was a well-known fact that as
much as 90 per cent of the original heat contained in the steam
before expansion took place was still in the exhaust steam when
emitted from the engine cylinder. An effort to harness this
available heat for practical heating purposes was made by vari-
ous engineers, and through various stages of development has
now assumed what appears to be a near approach to perfection.

Like all steps of industrial progress, this one had its ob-
stacles to overcome. First, it was necessary to transmit this
exhaust steam to the various radiators and steam condensing
units without producing back pressure upon the engine piston.

HUMPRREY co. BLDG .• Kalamazoo, Mich
Dunham Vacuum System

:.
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Oow & Hubble. Archts
PAULSON BUILDING, Spokane

Dunham vacuum System Arnold Evans Co., Htg. Conta.
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EQUITABLE BUILOJNG, Des Moines
Proudfoot, Bird and Rawson, Archts .. · Dunham Vacuum System

Des Moines. Dan Burke, Des Moines. Engr-
Johnson, Rowe, Paige Co., Omaha.

Htg. Conts.
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ELKHORN ASYLUM. Elkhorn, Wisconsin.
No. 1. Men's Asylum. No.2. Women's Asylum. No.3. Poor Farm.

Downey Heating and Supply Co., Milwaukee Htg . Cents.



MILWAUKEE HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE. Milwaukee. Wis.
Downey Heating and Supply Co .• Milwaukee Htg , Conts.

That meant that friction had to be overcome. It meant that
circulation must be induced by means other than the engine it-
self. At this juncture the idea of sucking the steam away from
the engine and into radiators was conceived. This was accom-
plished by a vacuum pump applied at the return end of the
system and with a relief pipe (known now as exhaust pipe),
near the engine to allow for the discharge of all surplus steam.

The application of the vacuum pump called for other
improvements. First of all, it meant, since there was nothing
to prevent the steam from blowing directly through the radiator
into the return lir.e, that the pump must be of a type to pump
steam. Second, it produced short circuiting of steam thro~gh
the first floor radiators and kept the radiators higher up in the

Dunham Vacuum System
McGTLL WARNER BLDG .• St Paul, Minn.

I~stalled by Ceo. M McGeary, St. Paul, Minn
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Dodge and Day, Phil .. Eng rs
KENT BUILDING, Brooklyn, N. Y

Dunham Vacuum System W. J Baldwin, Jr, N.Y., Htg. Cont

42.
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KELLER MANUFACTUR1NG CO .. Minncupolia. Minn.
Dunham Vacuum System

building from getting their proper proportion of steam. To
improve the system, it was plain that no steam should be
allowed to reach the vacuum pump. Consequently, the effort
was made to produce a small incumbersome trap that could
be placed on the return end of each radiator and steam con-
densing unit that would allow for the free passage of water
and air from the radiator into the return pipe without the loss
of steam.

Strange as it may seem, the attempted development of
this little steam trap has consumed almost the entire mind of
those contributing to the advancement of the science of steam

heating. Hundreds of various devices have been made and
patented, and almost equally as many have been consigned to

GENERAL GAS LIGHT CO .• Kaiam;\?oo. Mich
Dunham Vacuum System
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Dunhnlll VUCllUJll SystelUs Buildings Under Coustructivn
1. St. Charles Hotel, Pierre, So. Dak. 3. Kent Building, Toronto, Ontario
2. T. Eaton Co., Ltd .. Toronto. Ontario , Detention Home, Milwaukee
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Dunham Vacuum System
ST. BARNA BUS HOSPITAL, Minneapolis. Minn.

Installed by E. J. Lamb Plumbing and Heating Co

the junk pile as impracticable. All during this period of de-
velopment the inventor's mind seemed to stick to the idea that
the motive force of the trap should be produced, by floatation.
That is to say, they clung to the idea that the only feasible way
to make an apparatus that would open when water surrounded
it and close when steam surrounded it was by the float method
The difficulties of such a theory presented themselves III sue-
ceSSIOn:

First : To produce enough motive force would reqmre
too large a trap.

Second: The float trap necessarily called for sliding
contacts, or joints of one kind or another to clog and become
inoperative.

PARK HOTEL, Williamsport. Pa
Part of Weightman Estate Dunham Vacuum System
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BONA VENTURE HOTEL. Kansas City
Dunham Vacuum System

WEST PUBLISHING CO" St. Paul. Minn.
Dunham Vacuum System

Above Building is located on side hill and has six stories underg-round
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Third: The trap would not allow for the passage of air
without the constant leakage of steam.

Fourth: The parts of the trap were necessarily very
delicate, thus rendering them susceptible to extremely easy
destruction.

With these grave problems staring them in the face, braver
ones continued in their attempt to perfect the flo~t trap. Lenient
and subservient people put up with them and were reluctant in
their expressions of satisfaction. This kept up until the year
1904, when a new trap put in its appearance on the market. A
trap different in shape, in construction, and different in method
of operation was it. With it came the startling claims that:

First: It would close off absolutely tight for steam.

Second: It would open wide for passage of air and
water.

WM. NEILSON CO., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario)
Chadwick & Beckett. Archts., Toronto Gucth & Travis. Hte.iOcnt., Toronto
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M. L. Waller. Arch .. Ft. Worth

POLYTECHNICINSTITUTE Fort Worth, Texas
Van Zandt Plumbing and Heating Co., Cont., Ft. Worth
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COLCORD BUILDING. Okla. City
Dunham Vacuum System Sodcmann Ht. Lt. and Pro Co .• Htg. Cont.
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CHICAGO MALLEABLE CASTlNCc; CO., Chicago
Dunham Vacuum System

Third: It produced a motive force within itself amount-
ing from 10 to 2S pounds per square inch.

Fourth: It contained absolutely no sliding contacts.

Fifth: Its valve opening was i~inch.

Sixth: It would not clog or gum up by reason of grease
and core sand getting into it.

Requests for information regarding it began to pour in
upon the manufacturers. Trial orders were given, tests were
made, plants were installed, to the end that it was discovered
and proven that the claims were correct.

S. L. ALLEN CO., Philudelphin
Dunham Vacuum System
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A. Alschuler, Archt .. Chicago J. J Herlihy, Htg , Cont .. Chicago

Albert Held, Archt.. Spokane

CENTRAL mGH SCHOOL. Spokane. Conl.. Spokane
Dunham Vacuum System Jas . Smyth Plbg. & Htg, Co .. Htg.
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This was the beginning of the advent into modern heating
practice of the Dunham Thermostatic Radiator Trap. (See
description and cut, pages 21 and 23.) As regards the growth
of the prosperity of this trap, the photographs contained in
this catalog, showing buildings using them, bespeaks more
than do words, the favor they have gained in all parts of the
country.

Any practical engineer or owner of
a power plant producing steam for
power or heating purposes can see
the advantage of utilizing the exhaust
steam from engines for heating pur-

poses rather than drawing steam direct from the boilers. In the
first case, providing no back pressure is produced upon the
engines, there would be a saving of practically all of the entire
amount of steam that would be used in the latter case. This

WHERE THE ECONOMY
IS IN VACUUM
STEAM HEATING.

Dunham Vacuum System
JUNEAU THEATRE. Milwaukee. Wis.

Installed by Downey Heating and Supply Co .• Milwaukee
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Dunham Vacuum System
LEWIS ROOFING CO., Rock Ialand , m.

Installed by Kauffman Heating Co. Davenport. [a.

amounts to an enormous saving. In fact, it practically means
that the steam used for heating costs nothing, for ordinarily the
steam used for power will just about equal that used for heating.

The back pressure upon the engine piston will be totally
eliminated by using the Dunham Thermostatic Radiator Trap,
and a good vacuum pump, with other accessories in connection
with your heating system.

This system sucks the steam away: from the engine cylin-
ders. With this system you gain the increased economy of
utilizing the heat of ~xhaust steam without causing any back
pressure to develop against the engine piston. The economy
thus derived will amount to as high as 40 and 50 per cent, de-
pending upon the amount of heating to be done and the amount
of exhaust steam available.
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The economy derived in the straight vacuum system or
a system using no exhaust steam is mainly in the better circula-
tion gained, the possibility of individual control, the useful
conservation of every heat unit in the steam and the utilization
of extra heating value of steam at low pressure, Que to the
extra expansion of same. Coupled with this is the comfort
gained by having a heating system without sizzling, Hoor and
carpet-ruining air vents on radiators, as well as a system that
is absolutely noiseless in operation.

There is nothing that adds so much to the personal com-
fort of a building as its heating apparatus, consequently the
necessity of having one which will perform its duty noiselessly
and without damaging property.

STRIPLING BUILDING, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Wm Heed & Sons, Arch .. Ft. Worth Stevens & Orowdus , Htg-. Conts .• Pt. Worth
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Five Dllnhnnt Installations.
1. A. E. Rae & Co., Ottawa. Ontar-io.
2. Studebaker OfficeBuilding, South Bend. Indiana
3. Merey Hospital. Iowa City, Iowa.
4 Central High School. Pierre, So. Oak.
S. Hershey State Bank. Muscatine, Iowa
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But to gain economy III a vacuum system, three things
must be observed:

First: The air must be removed.

Second: The water of condensation must be removed.

Third: No steam must be allowed to get into the return
line.

To accomplish these three things you must have a trap
that opens absolutely wide for water of condensation and air,
and close absolutely tight for steam. The Dunham trap is
backed by a guarantee that says it will do these things. It
does so in thousands of cases. Let it gain the same economy
for you.

SOMMERS BROS. MATCH CO .• Sactnaw l\fich
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Service and Laboratory Tests.
The basis of our claims for the Dunham Trap does not

come wholly from our own observations and tests. While it
IS true that we have comprehensive testing sets and special
laboratory for the express purpose of determining relative fea-
tures and merits of various traps; yet we do not base our judg-
ment wholly upon results from these tests.

Such eminent heating authorities as Professor R. C. Car-
penter of Sibley College, Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York, have conducted exhaustive tests, and these tests fully
bear out the results obtained in our own laboratories.

These tests are conducted for the purpose of showing that
the Dunham Trap when connected to a radiator as in actual
service will perform the following function:

Keep the radiator completely drained of water of con-
densation and air without waste of steam and without noise.
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D. H. Burnham and Co.. Archts.

WALDHEIM BUILDING. Kansas City
Dunham Vacuum System

Cotter MacDonald Co.. Htg , Cants.
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That is all that a radiator trap can be expected to -do.
There are two other things, however, which a trap must do
in performing this function, viz. :

Not clog up.

Not wear out.

The test for these latter two features cannot be conducted
in the time usually allotted to a regular laboratory test. They
come through actual service. But we can analyze the proposi-
tion and determine by the soundest of reasoning why the Dun-
ham Trap will not do either. The first reason is this: Ex-
perience of users of the tens of thousands of Dunham Traps
strongly bear out these claims. The second reason is: The
logical construction of the trap itself and the fact that it has

GOSPEL TRUMPET HOME. Anderson, Indiana.
L. K. Ascher. Indianapolis, Htg. Engrs. W. H. Johnson & Son .. Indianapolis: Htg, Conts.
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CARMALETA APARTMENTS. Portland. Ore.
Dunham Vacuum System

Lewis 1. Thompson. Archt. W. G. McPherson & Co •• Htg . Cont.

BARKER APARTMENTS. Portland, Ore.
Dunham Vacuum System

F. J. Peterson, Arch!". J. M. Richards, Htg-. Cont.
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a motive force of 15 lbs. within itself tending to open it when
water and air are present and to close it when steam is present.
The construction of the trap has about it no sliding contacts,
no loose parts, and it has a clear and unobstructed passage-
way from interior of radiator to return line the minute the
trap is open.' The fact that the trap wastes no steam into the
return line means that a high differential of pressure is always
present between the radiator and return and the 'minute the
trap opens there is a rush of the water and air in the radiator
toward the lower pressure in the return line. This rush of
flow means that every particle of foreign substance is washed
out of the trap. Then when the trap closes under a motive
force of 15 lbs. it closes tight and the steam is held back in
the radiator where it belongs.

The practicability of the Dunham Trap cannot be ques-
tioned. It is built upon logical lines from the very finest of
steam metal and cannot do otherwise than perform its duty
properly and at the same time endure.
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Designed and Engraved by
.Jahn & Oilier Eng. Co .•

Davenport, Iowa





·IN DRAIN VALVES

(Patented In U. S. and foreign Gountrles)

A Revelation
The Sm.allest Trap with the Greatest~

Capacity of' any Trap in the World

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY
MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA

BRANCH OFFICE NO. 19 ~
334 COMMONWEALTH SLOG:, OENVER. COLO.

PHONE--MAID 8594

. A, MICHAEL, MG~. C. S. BARTHOLOMEW, EN
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Dunham. Special Stea.m Tra.p

BEFORE ASSEMBLING

The Dunham Improved Special Trap embodies many new
features that make it a particularly desirable trap, while re-
taining its original prestige for size, simplicity, durability
and efficiency

It is absolutely "fool proof," and permanently adjusted
to your requirements before leaving the factory

It is provided with a by-pass to enable frequent cleaning
without disturbing the operation of the trap

The disc furnishing the motive power has also been
improved, and is now made so strong that it will withstand
an internal hydrostatic pressure of 350 pounds to the
square inch without rupturing the disc at any point

Table and Price List Sp.ecial Stearn. Trap
(Rating based upon 60 pounds initial pressure)

Code Word_ ..... Brokerage Brand Brace Bruin

Number .. ........ -. 0 1 2 3
--
Size of inlet and our- U 1 l}.i IJ:(let, inches ... ....
Capacity for draining 5000 10000 21500 40000water in lin. feet
of I-inch pipe

Length, inches .... o. 5 5~ 6M' 8
Diameter, inches .... 3M' 4~ 5~ 7
Weight, Boxed for 4~ 6 10 15shipment, pounds ..

IPrice $15 40 $24 20 $30 80 $38 50


